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Abstract – In our study, we propose the best solution to 

this problem by introducing a new efficient VLSI 

architecture of parallel Multiplier-and Accumulator (MAC) 

using hybrid approach for high-speed arithmetic 

operations. Since the accumulator that has the largest delay 

in MAC, the Carry Save Adder (CSA) and compressor 

techniques are used as one of the processing element to 

improve the overall performance. Since, the accumulator 

that has the largest delay in MAC was merged into CSA, 

hence the overall performance is elevated. 

The Proposed MAC accumulates the intermediate results 

in the type of sum and carry bits instead of the output of the 

final adder, which made it possible to optimize the pipeline 

scheme to improve the performance. 

like radix This study presents an efficient 

implementation of high speed multiplier, Radix-8 modified 

Booth multiplier algorithm. The parallel 2 and radix 4 

modified booth multiplier does the computations using 

lesser adders and lesser iterative steps. However, the fact 

remains that the area and speed are two conflicting 

performance constraints. Hence, innovating increased speed 

always results in larger area. In this, we arrive at a better 

trade-off between the two, by realizing a marginally 

increased multipliers speed performance the proposed 

MAC will show the better properties to the existing 

standard design in many ways and performance twice as 

much as the previous research in the similar clock 

frequency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for high speed and efficient processing 

has been mounting as a result of growing computer and 

signal processing applications. 

The core of every processing system is its data path. 

Available statistics [3] has given clear indications that 

more than 70% of the instructions usually perform 

arithmetical and logical operations mainly consist of 

addition and multiplication in the data path of RISC and 

CISC machines. 

Multiplication based computation, which involve 

operations like Multiply and Accumulate and inner 

product most intensive arithmetic functions, currently 

implemented in many signal processing applications 

such as convolution, fast Fourier transform, filtering and 

in microprocessors in its arithmetic and logic unit. Since 

multiplication dominates the execution time of most 

signal/ instruction processing algorithms, so there is a 

need of speed efficient multiplier. 

Also, low power consumption and area efficiency are 

among the most important criteria for the fabrication of 

any processing and high performance systems. 

Optimizing the speed and area of the multiplier is a major 

design issue. However, area and speed are usually 

contradictory, so that improving speed results mostly in 

larger areas also. 

In our study, we propose the best solution to this 

problem by introducing a new efficient VLSI architecture 

of parallel Multiplier-and Accumulator (MAC) using 

hybrid approach for high-speed arithmetic operations. 

Since the accumulator that has the largest delay in MAC, 

the Carry Save Adder (CSA) and compressor techniques 

are used as one of the processing element to improve the 

overall performance. 

According to in the past work, the general Booth 

calculation and CLA's are utilized as a part of MAC 

operation for getting the proficient yield comes about 

through pipeline conspire. Yet, the issue ascends by the 

general stall calculation and CLA's in past work by that 

pipeline conspire execution will be diminished. To 

amend these issues this proposed strategy has been 

presented the adjusted stall calculation and CSA. 

This investigation exhibits an effective execution of 

rapid multiplier, Radix-8 adjusted Booth multiplier 

calculation. The parallel multipliers like radix 2 and radix 

4 changed stall multiplier does the calculations utilizing 

lesser adders and lesser iterative strides. 

In any case, the reality remains that the region and 

speed are two clashing execution requirements. 

Henceforth, advancing expanded speed dependably 

brings about bigger territory. In this, we land at a 

superior exchange off between the two, by understanding 

a barely expanded speed execution. 
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The proposed MAC will demonstrate the better 

properties to the current standard plan from various 

perspectives and execution twice as much as the past 

research in the comparative clock recurrence. 

The power reduction techniques adopted in this work, 

and we expect that the proposed MAC can be adapted to 

various fields requiring high performance such as the 

signal processing areas. 
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In this paper, another design of multiplier-and-gatherer 
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applications for instance flag preparing. Another design 

of multiplier-and-gatherer (MAC) was proposed for rapid 

number juggling. By consolidating duplication with 

amassing the execution was moved forward. In Modified 

stall calculation system the adjusted corner encoder will 

decrease the quantity of fractional items. Indeed, even all 

in all reason processors rapid multipliers are most 

required to give a physically minimized, great speed and 

low power devouring chip. To spare noteworthy power 
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diminish its dynamic power. This paper proposes the 

spurious power concealment procedure (SPST) in VLSI 

will decrease the power utilization of the framework 
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modified Booth multiplier algorithm. The architecture 
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multiplication. It means that the operational bottle neck is 

induced in the final adder no matter how much delay. 

Adalanki Purna Ramesh, Dr. A. V. N. Tilak, Dr. A. M. 

Prasad, “Efficient implementation of 16 bit multiplier, 

Accumulator using Radix – 2 modified 

Booth algorithm and SPST adder using Verilog,” 

International journal of VLSI design and communication 

systems, vol. 3, no.3, pp.107-118, Jun. 2012. 

Proposed for high speed and low power. For 

improving the speed and to reduce the dynamic power 

there is a need to reduce the glitches 1-0 transition and 

spikes 0- 1 transition. Adder designed using spurious 

power suppression technique (SPST) which avoids the 

unwanted glitches and spikes. 

S.Jagadeesh, S.Venkata Chary, “Design of Parallel 

Multiplier–Accumulator Based on Radix-8 Modified 

Booth Algorithm with SPST, International Journal Of 
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Another MAC engineering to execute the increase - 

amassing operation, which is the key operation, for 

computerized flag handling and sight and sound data 

preparing productively, was proposed. By evacuating the 

autonomous amassing process that has the biggest 

postponement and blending it to the pressure procedure 

of the incomplete items, the general MAC execution has 

been enhanced twice as much as in the past work. 

B. Jyothirmai, M. Premalatha, “Design and 

implementation of parallel MAC by Booth algorithm,” 

International Journals of scientific Research, vol.1, no.6, 

pp.78-79, Nov.2012. 

In this paper, a new architecture for a high speed 

MAC, in which computations of multiplication and 

accumulation are combined and hybrid type CSA 

structure is used to reduce the critical path and improve 

output rate is achieved 

Harilal, Durga Prasad, “High speed arithmetic 

Architecture of parallel multiplier Accumulator based on 

Radix-2 modified Booth algorithm,” International 

journals of computational Engineering research, vol.2, 

no.8, pp.28-38, Dec.2012. 

Present an efficient implementation of high speed 

multiplier using the shift and add modified Booth 

algorithm. The adder used is look ahead carry adder. The 

compression tree along with the carry look ahead adder 

has reduced the hardware overhead and power 

consumption. 

 
III. PROPOSED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this work an efficient architecture is proposed for 

high speed arithmetic multiplication. Algorithm for MAC 

is Booths radix-8 algorithm, Modified Booths multiplier, 

32 bit Wallace tree multiplier, which improves speed. 

The Wallace tree basically multiplies two unsigned 

integers. The conventional Wallace tree multiplier 

architecture comprises of an AND array for computing 

the partial products, a carry save adder for adding the 

partial products so obtained and a carry propagate adder 

in the final stage of addition. In the proposed 

architecture, partial product generation and reduction is 

accomplished by the use of booth algorithm, 3:2, and 4:2, 

5:2 compressor structures. 

Proposed Implementation: 

The proposed MAC is executed and broke down. At 

that point it would be contrasted and some past scientists. 

To start with the measure of utilized recourses in 

executing the equipment is dissected hypothetically and 

tentatively then the deferral of the equipment is broke 

down. At last the pipeline arrange is characterized and 

execution is examined in light of the pipelining plan. 

Execution result from each segment will be contrasted 

and standard outline [4] and Equibaly's plan [3], each of 

which has the most illustrative parallel MBA 

engineering. 

Overview of MAC: 

In this MAC operation a multiplier can be divided into 

3 parts. The first is radix – 8 booth encoding in which the 

partial product is generated from the multiplicand (x) the 

multiplier (y).The second is adder array or partial product 

compression. The last is the final addition in which final 

multiplication result is produced by adding the sum & the 

carry. 

General hardware architecture of this MAC is below in 

fig. -1 
 

Fig.1General Hardware architecture of MAC 

General hardware architecture of the MAC executes 

the multiplication operation by multiplying the input 

multiplicand X and multiplier Y. This is added to the 

previous multiplication result Z as the accumulation step 

if accumulation is needed. 

The N-bit 2’s complement binary number can be 

expressed as 
 

 
……..(1) 

If (1) is expressed in base-4 type redundant sign digit 

form in order to apply the radix-8 Booth’s algorithm. 

………..(2) 

Where 

 
……(3) 

If (2) is used, multiplication can be expressed as 

 

 

……(4) 
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The multiplication - accumulation result are then 

 ……. (5) 

The MAC architecture implemented by (5) is called 

the standard design [4]. 

Booth Algorithm for Partial Products Generation: 

To generate and reduce the number of partial products 

of multiplier, proposed modified Booth Algorithm has 

been used, In the proposed modified Booth Algorithm, 

multiplier has been divided in groups of 4 bits and each 

groups of 4 bits have been operation according to 

modified Booth Algorithm for generation of partial 

products 0, ±1A, ±2A, ±3A, ±4A, ±5A, ±6A, ±7A . 

These partial products are summed using compressors in 

structure of Wallace Tree. 

In radix-8 Booth Algorithm, multiplier operand B is 

Partitioned into 11 groups having each group of 4 bits. In 

first group, first bit is taken zero and other bits are least 

Significant three bit of multiplier operand. In second 

group, first bit is most significant bit of first group and 

other bits are next three bit of multiplier operand. In third 

group, first bit is most significant bit of second group and 

other bits are next three bits of multiplier operand. This 

process is carried on. For each group, Partial product is 

generated using multiplicand operand A. For n bit 

multiplier there is n/3 or [n/3 + 1] groups and partial 

products in proposed modified Booth Algorithm radix-8. 

Compressor for Partial Products Reduction: 

In proposed architecture, to reduce the partial product 

stage compressor technique has been used. To minimize 

the delay, the output of compressor is used by replacing 

XOR blocks with mux block. In conventional 

architecture various adder are replace by compressors. 

 
IV. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION 

A multiplier configuration comprises of three 

operational strides. The first is Booth encoding in which 

an incomplete item is created from the multiplicand X 

and the multiplier Y. The second is viper exhibit or 

incomplete item pressure to include every single halfway 

item and change over them into the type of whole and 

convey. 

The latter is the last option in which the last increase 

result is created by including the whole and the convey. 

At the point when the multiplier comes about are to be 

aggregated, an extra stride is required, as appeared in 

figure 6.1 
 

 

Fig. 6.1.Booths’s Multiplier steps 

In our design we are using more advanced features to 

enhance the parallelism. Block diagram of multiplier is 

shown in figure 6.2. Modified Booth encoder reduces 

partial products by half, so we are required to sum partial 

products. Here we are using compressors so it reduces 

the number of partial product sum stages. 
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Fig. 6.2.Block diagram of Multiplier 

To enhance the Booth Multiplication we are using 

pipelined structure which is shown in fig 6.3 
 

 

Fig. 6.3. Block diagram of Multiplier with pipelined architecture 

V. RESULTS 

The Simulation Results of MAC using Booths 

algorithm is shown in figure 6.4 

 

                               Fig. 6.4. MAC Simulation results using Xilinx 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed MAC implementation demonstrate the 

better properties to the present standard and execution 

twice as much as the past research in the comparative clock 

recurrence. 

The power reduction techniques adopted in this work, 

and we expect that the proposed MAC can be adapted to 

various fields requiring high performance such as the 

signal processing areas. 
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